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Navigating M2M

Here’s Why You Should
Consider M2M-Enabled Automation

W

sarah howland

elcome to this year’s M2M (machine-to-machine)
supplement. For the past few years, we’ve created this supplement to help readers like you understand how M2M technology can be
leveraged to benefit your business
(to find previous editions, visit
FieldTechnologiesOnline.com).
Companies continue to catch
on — in fact, according to ABI
Research, the market for cumulative cellular M2M connections will
rise from about 110 million connections in 2011 to approximately
Sarah Howland
365 million connections by 2016.
editor in chief,
sarah.howland@fieldtechinfo.com
We’re finding that many companies are using M2M to take their
organization’s automation to the next level. Have
you already experienced the benefits of deploying
a mobile solution, such as a tablet and field service
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software? M2M can extend your company’s automation further — increasing efficiency and often providing a competitive edge. In this supplement, I’ve
compiled some first-hand stories of how companies
are using M2M to their advantage.
The benefits of M2M can be experienced by
a broad range of industries. The chart below,
courtesy of M2M analyst firm Beecham Research,
illustrates the variety of service sectors in which
M2M has applications. Also included in this supplement, Robin Duke-Woolley, CEO of Beecham
Research, gives his take on how M2M can be
used to improve field service. According to ABI
Research, automotive telematics and smart energy
are the two market segments that will experience the most growth through 2016. Regardless
of which industry you’re in, however, M2M is an
important consideration for how to take your company’s operation to the next level of automation.
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Real-World M2M
Use Cases

From Mobility To M2M: Remote Monitoring Maximizes Efficiency

W

hen a service company transitions from paper and
pen to mobile computing and field service automation software, there are measurable benefits experienced in
efficiency gains and cost savings. However, the opportunity
to streamline your business and maximize efficiency doesn’t
stop there — M2M can introduce benefits many service
companies haven’t even considered yet.
Imperial Co. is an independent vending company, that
provides
With M2M-based remote
monitoring, vending
vending sercompany Imperial has
vices in varireduced its delivery routes
ous locations
by 45.5%.
across four states. Imperial’s field technicians used to use a handheld computing solution during routinely scheduled
visits to each vending machine location.
When the techs arrived on-site, they’d
plug the handheld into the machine
to see exactly what inventory had been
used and then replenish stock from
what they carried in their trucks. As you

can imagine, while this process was a vast improvement
from pen-and-paper tracking, it still presented a few challenges. First, the techs were making trips to each vending
location not knowing whether or not the machine actually
needed to be replenished. Second, if the machine did need
to be restocked, the techs didn’t know what it would need
— so there was no guaranteeing they’d have the right inventory with them.
To further streamline its operation, Imperial turned to
an M2M-based remote monitoring solution. A cellularly
enabled wireless device is placed on each vending machine
that sends inventory status back to Imperial’s central system
in real time. This allows Imperial to only send techs to vending sites when a machine actually needs to be restocked,
avoiding unnecessary trips. It also provides insight into
what inventory is used, so the techs know the exact products and amount to take with them, eliminating repeat visits. Since deploying the M2M solution, Imperial has reduced
its route count by 45.5% and has reduced payroll expenses
as a percent of sales by 35.6% — a significant improvement
for a process that was already “automated” with mobility.

M2M-Based Asset Tracking Provides Unmatched Inventory Insight

B

ar-coding and RFID technologies have long been
used to track inventory, and these solutions provide
valuable insight when used inside a facility or when
inventory is being sent from one company location
to another. But what about inventory you send out in
the field to be used by other companies or inventory
you’re sending to a customer that you need to monitor
en route? M2M provides asset tracking capabilities that
extend benefits far beyond that of bar coding or RFID.
M2M-based asset tracking not only enables companies
to track the location of inventory no matter where they
are using cellular connectivity, but also allows them to
monitor numerous variables of the asset including temperature, pressure, and diagnostics.
M2M Can Complement,
Replace RFID Asset Tracking Solutions
Intelligent Global Pooling Systems (iGPS) is a reusable
pallet provider that rents lightweight, 100% plastic pallets. The company has more than 10 million pallets
in circulation around the world, and their cost makes
keeping track of them important. iGPS has been using
RFID for some time to track pallets coming in and out of
its locations, but wanted to deploy an M2M-based asset
tracking solution to have visibility into the location of the
pallets no matter where they were.
M2M: The Key To Next-Level Automation
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iGPS chose to embed SIM modules — which can be
used anywhere in the world — on its pallets. These
modules enable the company to track the location of
its assets, to see if a pallet is being kept on location
longer than agreed upon, and to see if the pallet is
taken to an unauthorized location. Having this level
of visibility allows iGPS to recover and rerent pallets faster than it could before, leading to increased
revenue. iGPS realized payback on its M2M solution
in just one year and has future plans to leverage the
technology to enable its customers to track the location of the pallets while their
inventory is in
transit. With
the M2M modules on the
pallets, iGPS’
customers
will be able to
monitor
the Reusable pallet vendor iGPS received payback in
one year on its M2M-based asset tracking
location and just
and management solution.
condition of
their inventory (such as temperature), which could
potentially provide iGPS with an additional revenue
stream.
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Telematics Extends The Benefits Of Fleet Management

M

any companies use GPS-based fleet management to
track the location of their vehicles, which provides
insight that can be used to increase productivity and even
improve customer service. But Basic Energy Services is an
excellent example of how M2M brings a host of new benefits to companies that are using basic fleet management.
Basic provides well-site services for oil companies, and
has approximately 600,000
employees across 120 locations. The company operates
thousands of light and heavy
vehicles and, until recently,
was using a simple fleet management solution to track its
vehicles. The solution updatBasic Energy has used M2M to take
its fleet management from just track ed frequently throughout the
and trace to a tool that can improve day, but didn’t provide realefficiency and driver safety.
time visibility into the vehicles’
locations. Basic sought a solution that would provide that
real-time visibility, as well as enable two-way driver commu-

nication, automate DOT-required HOS (hours of service)
reporting, and improve driver behavior and safety.
Basic thoroughly investigated dozens of solutions. The
company ran numerous system demos and also built a
scorecard to score the final 10 vendors on elements such
as reliability, customization, and reporting. Basic piloted
four solutions and chose its solution based on the fact that
it provided second-by-second data; could generate driver
performance reports on speeding, hard breaking, and other
behaviors; and provided advanced geofencing functionality.
After seven months, Basic’s telematics solution was up and
running companywide. The in-cab boxes communicate data
from the vehicle wirelessly back to the solutions provider’s
server, which Basic can access via Web interface. With the
solution in place, drivers no longer have to keep paper HOS
logs — saving hundreds of hours per month. The real-time
data on driver location, speed, braking, etc. enables Basic
to implement programs to improve driver safety. With an
M2M-enabled telematics solution, Basic is experiencing
visibility and operational improvements it hadn’t even imagined before.

Remote Service: The Field Service Replacement?

A

s discussed with the Imperial Co. use case on the previous page, M2M can be used to further automate your
field service operation. It can also be used, though, to transform your field service application. In some cases, M2M can
give you the ability to remotely service equipment, eliminating the need to send field techs on-site and often creating
the opportunity for an additional revenue stream. Such is
the case with medical technology provider Welch Allyn.
Before deploying M2M, Welch Allyn had a rudimentary
central monitoring system that enabled the company to
monitor the status of equipment, but not to make any
remote repairs. This meant that when a customer had
equipment that needed to be serviced, a tech either had
to go on-site to make repairs or the customer had to ship
the equipment to Welch Allyn to be fixed and mailed back.
The shipping back and forth of equipment was not only
expensive, but dragged out even simple fixes that took only
minutes or hours to days or weeks.
Cloud-Based M2M Shortens Deployment Cycle
Welch Allyn sought an M2M-based remote service solution that would enable the company to make repairs
remotely, as well as provide its customers the ability to
handle some simpler tasks themselves. Welch Allyn chose
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a cloud-based M2M solution to minimize the up-front cost
and also to take the burden of deployment and management of the solution off the company’s IT staff. According
to Welch Allyn, choosing a cloud-based solution shaved at
least 12 months off the time to market.
With its remote service solution, Welch Allyn is able to not
only remotely monitor the health and status of its equipment, but also run diagnostics, make repairs, and send
software updates remotely. This has nearly eliminated the
need for field techs to visit customer sites and has completely eliminated the shipping
of equipment back and forth to
customers (and the associated
Welch Allyn is using M2M to remotely
service and update its medical
equipment — and has grown its
service business 18% since deploying.

shipping costs). Further, with
the added capabilities the M2M
solution provides, Welch Allyn
has seen an 86% increase in the
number of service agreements it
has sold, and its service business
as a whole has grown 18%.
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M2M is increasingly important to
field operations, and the technology can be
implemented at a relatively low cost today.

M2M Enables More
Intelligent Field Operations

A

robin duke-woolley

t Beecham Research, we believe that what really
defines M2M is use of the Internet. Connecting
remote assets and devices to the Internet — using
either fixed-line or wireless technology — means
that data from those assets can be processed centrally and the results distributed to wherever they’re
required. This includes sending alarms to individuals
or groups of people automatically if the status of the asset
changes in some predetermined way — for example, if
it moves when it shouldn’t or
temperature/pressure/humidity or another measurement
changes more than is considered normal. Remarkably, this
can all be done at low cost
with increasingly standard
Robin Duke-Woolley
CEO,
components.
Beecham Research, Ltd.
M2M is particularly relevant
www.beechamresearch.com
for field operations. Taking
the example of large remote
assets working in the field such as medical equipment, industrial processes, and building services like
HVAC, the key objective is often to minimize downtime. Downtime can be hugely expensive in many
business activities, either in terms of lost production,
lost service revenue, lost customer confidence, or all
of these and more. Remote monitoring of the asset
provides the opportunity to determine when the
asset fails or slows down or otherwise departs from
normal activity. Relevant data regarding the failure
can then be sent automatically to a remote center or
direct to a field technician’s smartphone, tablet, or
other terminal device. Remote diagnostics then provide the technician with the opportunity to remotely
interrogate the asset to find out exactly what failed,
so the right parts can be taken to the right place with
minimum delay. Other M2M management features
enable remote reconfiguration the ability to upload
new application software to eradicate bugs and
introduce other fixes to potentially reduce downtime further. In this way, an M2M suite of remote
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maintenance facilities can provide a powerful support service.
M2M’s Impact On Field Service
Such changes can have a big impact on field operations. We have seen cases where introducing remote
monitoring and diagnostics can reduce the number
of regular field site visits by up to 60% while improving overall customer service.
But the benefits don’t end there. M2M solutions are
now increasingly being integrated with enterprise IT
systems so that remote data and field operations
data can be automatically shared with other parts of
the organization. One of the recipients of this data
is R&D, so that the performance of assets in the
field can be analyzed to improve their future design.
Another is central operations activities, including
automated billing for services supplied in the field.
An example of M2M used in field operations is fleet
management. Here the emphasis is on the efficient
use of vehicles in the fleet, that deliveries are made on
time, and the security of the vehicles is maintained.
Data from the vehicles is used to track their location
at the control center and determine best route to
destination, often taking into account the need for
multiple collections and deliveries along the way.
The tracking feature also provides the opportunity
for geo-fencing when a vehicle is parked. If it moves
away from its parked position when it should not, it
may be being stolen, and an alarm can be triggered
automatically. This geo-fencing application can also
be particularly valuable for keeping construction
vehicles secure on-site.
Although M2M does not imply use of cellular
connectivity, nevertheless cellular connections are
increasingly being used, and this means a sustained
25% to 30% per annum growth worldwide in cellular
M2M connections over the next few years.
M2M is still at the beginning of its growth curve,
with some sectors, like transportation, more mature
than others, like energy. Wherever M2M is used
effectively, though, it creates new opportunities for
competitive advantage.
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Premier Sponsor:
Sprint Nextel offers a comprehensive
range of wireless and wireline
communications services, bringing the
freedom of mobility to its customers.
Sprint served more than 56 million customers mid-year 2012 and are widely recognized for developing,
engineering, and deploying innovative technologies, including
the first wireless 4G service from a national carrier in the U.S.;
offering industry-leading mobile data services and push-to-talk
capabilities; and a global Tier 1 Internet backbone. The American
Customer Satisfaction Index rated Sprint No. 1 among all national
carriers in customer satisfaction. Newsweek ranked Sprint No. 3
in its 2011 Green Rankings. Learn more at www.sprint.com,
www.facebook.com/sprint, www.twitter.com/sprint .

Machine-to-Machine services can
transform business operations — from
vehicles to vending machines, to
power meters, security alarms, medical
sensors, and e-readers. AT&T brings
connectivity to all kinds of devices beyond cell phones. Machineto-Machine technologies have the power to simplify business
processes by delivering information directly from its source —
AT&T is leading the way in developing M2M solutions. AT&T has
the nation’s fastest mobile broadband network and the largest
international coverage of any U.S. wireless carrier, offering the
most phones that work in the most countries and the largest
Wi-Fi network in the United States based on branded and
operated hotspots. www.att.com/M2M

Digi International is the M2M
solutions expert, combining products
and services as end-to-end solutions
to drive business efficiencies. Digi
provides the industry’s broadest
range of wireless products, a cloud-computing platform
tailored for devices, and development services to help
customers get to market fast with wireless devices and
applications. Digi’s entire solution set is tailored to allow
any device to communicate with any application, anywhere
in the world. For more information, visit Digi’s website at
www.digi.com or call (877) 912-3444.

KORE is the world’s largest wireless
network provider specializing exclusively
on the rapidly expanding global
machine-to-machine communications
market. Providing unified control and
management for cellular network service delivery in more than 170
countries worldwide, KORE empowers its application, hardware,
and wireless operator partners to efficiently deliver M2M solutions
across the globe. M2M applications in industries as diverse as
healthcare, utilities, enterprise IT, transaction processing, and
fleet management rely on the KORE network to deliver operational
efficiencies and cost savings. KORE offers a range of technologies
— including GSM, HSPA, CDMA, and EV-DO, as well as satellite
services — that ensure the greatest possible reliability and coverage.
For more information, please visit www.koretelematics.com.

MiX Telematics North America is
a dynamic solutions company that
helps U.S. and Canadian businesses
overcome the toughest fleet
management and vehicle tracking
challenges. From proprietary Driver Behavior Modification
solutions to real-time vehicle tracking, the company
successfully implements innovative technology for a broad
range of commercial applications within oil & gas, utilities, and
local service industries. The MiX Telematics range of products
and services is sold in 111 countries and boasts an installed
base of over 750,000 fleet management and vehicle tracking
units worldwide. The company works via an extensive global
distribution network. www.MixTelematics.net.

As companies continue to embrace wireless to manage remote assets, Novatel
Wireless is focused on providing wireless
networking solutions that seamlessly
connect assets to the enterprise. We
are a leading provider of wireless networking solutions that enable
enterprises to access, analyze, and leverage information from
their geographically dispersed assets. Our solutions, consisting of
embedded wireless software, network edge wireless platforms —
embedded and integrated — and enterprise software, are based on
our distributed intelligent architecture that provides a valuable link
between an enterprise and its remote assets. Whether you’re starting a new device design or looking to wirelessly enable your current
application, Novatel Wireless can help jump start your project and
reduce your time to deployment. www.nvtl.com.

Numerex Corp is a leading provider
of business services, technology, and
products used in the development
and support of machine-to-machine
solutions worldwide. Numerex offers
Numerex DNA that includes hardware and smart devices, cellular
and satellite network services, and software applications that are
delivered through Numerex FAST (Foundation Application Software
Technology). Customers typically subscribe to device management,
network, and application services through hosted platforms.
Business services enable the development of efficient, reliable,
and secure solutions while simplifying and speeding up deployment
through streamlined processes and comprehensive integration
services. Numerex is ISO 27001 information security-certified.
“Machines Trust Us” represents our focus on M2M data security,
service reliability, and round-the-clock support. www.numerex.com.

Wilson Electronics, Inc., a leader
in the wireless communications
industry for more than 40 years,
designs and manufactures a wide
variety of cell phone signal boosters,
antennas, and related components that significantly improve
cellular communication in mobile, indoor, and machineto-machine (M2M) applications. All Wilson products are
engineered, assembled, and tested in the company’s U.S.based headquarters. Wilson boosters fully comply with FCC
regulations for cellular devices and are FCC type accepted
and Industry Canada certificated. Wilson Electronics has
developed and patented a variety of technologies for
protecting cell sites by preventing network interference. For
more information, visit www.wilsonelectronics.com/m2m.
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